**LOCAL RESTAURANT GUIDE**

**ANGELICO’S**  4529 Wisconsin Avenue NW  
Get to know some of your new classmates by sharing a pizza! Angelico’s Pizza is located near the metro stop on Wisconsin Ave. The staff is very welcoming to the waves of students looking for a bite to eat. You will definitely not be disappointed. The average meal will cost between $7 and $15.

**ARMAND’S**  4231 Wisconsin Ave NW  
Chicago style deep dish pizza is the main attraction at this area delight, but there is so much more to explore at Armand’s. Subs, pasta, and salads are also a hit at this fun and flavorful Tenleytown hangout. The average meal will cost about $10, but you can split a pizza with a friend or two for a cheap treat!

**BD’S MONOGOLIAN BBQ**  7201 Wisconsin Ave Bethesda, MD  
Good food, great staff, and an all-you-can-eat menu: what more could a person ask for? The Mongolian BBQ offers that and much more. A make-your-own stir-fry restaurant, patrons are given the opportunity to watch their food be grilled right in front of them. Be amazed at the unique atmosphere that only the Mongolian BBQ can offer all for under $16. Come hungry!!

**CHADWICKS**  5247 Wisconsin Ave NW  
This quaint restaurant offers a hometown tavern feel. Staple ‘comfort’ dishes like chili and hamburgers are always satisfying. A great place to go for a relaxed, casual, low-key meal. Be sure to save room for desserts like mud and key lime pie. Moderately priced. The average meal will cost between $10 and $20.

**CACTUS CANTINA**  3300 Wisconsin Ave NW  
If you’re looking for authentic and tasty Tex-Mex, this is your place. With a varied and colorful menu, the food is great and the atmosphere is even better. Located on Wisconsin Avenue near campus, Cactus Cantina is a student favorite. Be careful not to fill up on the fresh salsa and hot tortilla chips! Moderately priced. The average meal will cost between $8 and $15.

**MAGGIANO’S**  5333 Wisconsin Ave NW  
Maggiano’s Little Italy, invites you to take a step back in time and enjoy the nostalgic atmosphere reminiscent of pre-World War II Little Italy. Maggiano’s provides a warm ambiance and welcomes you to an atmosphere where you will truly enjoy a unique meeting and dining experience. Average cost is between $11 and $20.